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➢

➢ The networks are based on an auto-encoder 
technique.

➢ Convolutional layer (CL) is paired with 
max-pooling layer and up-sampling layer to create 
encoding and decoding layers, respectively.

➢ An additional CL serves as the final layer for the 
Denoiser. The Classifier has additional Flattening 
and dense-layers at the end. 

➢ CoREAS simulations and Cane model are used to 
produce radio signals and background waveforms, 
respectively.

➢The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) used to 
quantify the signals in the traces is given by:

➢The SNR distribution of data set is shown 
consisting of 103k and 135k signal and 
background traces, respectively.

➢For validation an additional data set 
consisting of 11k signal and 15k 
background traces is produced.

➢ Radio detection technique is a relatively new and effective technique for the 
detection of radio signals produced from the Cosmic-Ray (CR) air-showers.

➢ The continuous, irreducible background of extra-terrestrial origin sets the detection 
threshold also hinders the ability to reconstruct air-shower properties.

➢ Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are used here to create two networks in 
order to mitigate the effects of background.

➢ Classifier:  
○ Used to distinguish the traces with radio signals.

➢ Denoiser:
○ Trained to recover the underlying signals from the noisy traces.

Introduction:

Model Architecture and Data Set:

➢ Power ratio = ,   where P = P(Signal) - P(Noise).

➢ Time difference, where T is the time at which the peak of the 
Hilbert envelope (= time when the instantaneous amplitude is maximum).

➢ Both accuracy metrics are computed for denoised traces and compared with raw 
(not-denoised) traces. 

➢ For training the Classifier, ReLu activation function is 
used in all the layers except the last layer which uses 
Sigmoid activation function.

➢ The output of the trained Classifier is shown in the right 
plot for the validation data set.

➢ False positive (FP) and True positive (TP) can be tuned   
by choosing the threshold on the output.

➢ TP and FP rates (in percent) for threshold of 0.6 are 

plotted against the SNR values.

➢ A TP rate of > 80% is achieved for SNR value > 15.

➢ The FP rate at highest SNR values is below 5%.

Classifier: Accuracy Metrics:

➢ The classified signal traces from the Classifier are fed to the trained Denoiser to clean them.
➢ Two result example are shown here.

Denoiser:
Summary/Outlook:

SNR distribution of data set.

Model Architecture

Example traces from the denoising network.

Power ratio and Peak time difference vs SNR

➢ CNNs are used in this work in order to distinguish the signal traces from the 
background and also to remove the background from the noisy traces.

➢ Time series information is used in this analysis only. Frequency domain information 
can also be used to improve the results. 

➢ These methods can be applied to real data to better reconstruct the air-shower properties.
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